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This paper studies the finite horizon IBellman equation for controlled kov j dels 
with unbounded jump and cost rates. Under concrete growth condition the j es a 
method of time-discretization is used to: (i) prove the existence of a solution, (ii) construct a 
computationally attractive approximation heme. The accuracy of this scheme is shown to be of 
‘linear order. An application to a control1 infinite server is inclu 
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aspect of natural interest is the unbounded cost structure when infinite state spaces 
are involved. For example, the holding cost rate in an infinite queueing system is 
natural to be linear in the number of customers present- A third aspect of practical 
interest is the actual CO utatii3n or rather numerical approximation of optimal 
value functions. ects of practical interest are addressed in this paper. 
Existence results for the ;:nite horizon ellman equation have been established 
by Hiska [g], Gihman and Skohorod [3], Yushkevich [i4] and Van Dijk [2] in the 
case of bounded jump rates and general state spaces. Their results require, next to 
smoothness conditions either a compactness condition or an existence of derivatives 
of the optimal value function. Both Yushkevich [14] and Van Dijk [2] include 
unbounded cost structures. This paper extends the existence result to the case of 
unbounded jump rates. Hereby there are no other underlying conditions than quite 
natural growth conditions upon the jump rates and a discrete state and action space. 
The case of unbounded jump rates seems to be completely new in the literature. 
But also for bounded jump rates the existence result is a partial extension as 
compactness of action sets is not required. The cost structure is also allowed to be 
unbounded provided a bounding function such as a polynomial can be Ljund. 
The computational aspect is approached by a method of time-discretization. In 
fact the method of time-discretization is the essential tool throughout he whole paper 
in two ways. First, as an auxiliary to prove the existence of a solution of the Bellman 
equation, and second, as a procedure to develop constructive approximations of 
the optimal value function. These approximations c5.n actually be computed by 
recursive discrete-time dynamic programming. Moreover, an estimate for the order 
of their accuracy will be gua -t-anteed. Hereby, a similar result obtained in Van Dijk 
[2] for controlled Markov processes with bounded jump rates is extended to 
unbounded jump rates. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 summarizes the results of 
the paper by stating the essential conditions, formulating the objectives and present- 
ing the two main theorems. Section 3 first briefly discusses the conditions and next 
gives a number of realistic examples in which these conditions are satisfied. In 
articular, this includes an application to a controllable infinite JCrver queue. The 
proven in Sections 5 and 6 while Section 4 provides preparatory 
hoCl ,f time-discretization. 
of a controlled 
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and write 
cost rate rp( i) is incurre er action a in state i. 
q”Ci9j), p”G, j) = IqaG, j)/q”Wl 
J#i 
q’(i, j), q”(i),p’(i, j) and r”(i) to denote 
q”(i, j), qa(i),pa(i, j) and r”(i) for a = S(i). 
Further, for any real-valued function p : N + R with p( - ) 2 1 and p non-decreasing, 
let 
OP, -U -(f:~s,[wISUpiJf(i)/~(i)l<~}. 
Then it is easily verified that tY is a Banach space with nerm: 
llf llP = S~Pi(fWh(i~19 SE 
A function p satisfying the above conditions will be called a bounding function. In 
the sequel it will frequently be used -without mentioning that for m( l ) a non-negative 
measure on N, p a bounding function and f e IV‘: 
So far, no conditions are imposed upon the jump and cost rates. Only the following 
conditions are essential for the analysis in the sequel and are therefore assumed 
throughout. In Section 3 these conditions will be discussed briefly and their validity 
will be illustrated for a number of situations. 
For some bounding functions py and cc,, constants 
values k = 0, 1 in (2.3) and k = 0, 1,2 in (2.4) and (2.5) and with pk for k = Oj 1,2 
defined by 
pk = (/d(JU,ok, 
we have 
fi II4 II flil =ac y9 SEA, 
II II rfi p K,, SE 
I 
il 
b%j)pk(j) <ii9 6E 
i II PA 
and either 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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One may note that the conditions (2.1) and (2.2) are fairly general as they allow 
unbounded jump and cost rates as long as bounding functions pq and pr can be 
instance, jump and cost rates of any polynomial order can be included. 
(2.4) or (2.5) are more restrictive but still concrete. 
dencies will be discussed in more detail at the 
e illustrated in Section 3, various situations with 
jump and cost rates of polynomial order satisfy these growth conditions. 
ugh all conditions 2.1 are assumed throughout, in each lemma or theorem it 
wi stated precisely under what condition it holds so as to make the functions 
of these conditions more explicit. 
As essential characteristics of the controlled arkov jump process the infinitesimal 
operators (generators) {AS 16 E A} on WA for k = 0, 1 are defined by 
for all i E N and j‘~ BP&, k = 0, 1. Since 
it follows from (2.3) for k = 0,l that these operators {AS 1 S E A} are well-deffined 
on Bpk, k = 0,1, with 
Ilfllpk, f E Bph, k=Q, 1. (2.7) 
In what follows, the notation “inf” or “sup” whenever appearing without subscript 
denotes the “infimum” or “supremum” over all 6 E A. Further, an “infimum” or 
“supremum” of functions is always understood to be statewise, that is taken for 
each state separately. Then, by virtue of (2.7) the operator J on Bph for k = 0,l is 
also we Y 
(2.8) 
oirl in time. Then we 
I = c s-i- ts (2.10) 
: uqtyvnba 
8u~weuv.Go~d~~umukp atmy-alarmp ay~~o uof)n[os aye se [ 1_ g] = 1 alayfi (1’ l l * ’ 1 ‘0 
= u 1 ;G] suog3unJ aql auyap Qa+sJn3aJ Mou ue3 aM ‘(9 ‘v}u!uI = [q v v] aJayM 
Lq pauyap aq t a)t?)s 01~~ jf aJt3)s w0.g uoy!sua~) 
E JOJ ([(t);d sagg!qeqoJd UO~ISUE?JI) da)+auo ,al ‘v 3 8 11~ pun Ja)atuwEd aw!) 
ayj u! y azfs da)s paxy B JOT l pa3npoJ,ut s! (poq$aw uogt?zlja.t3syp) uz~q3 uoIsT3ap 
rioqJ%m awwapaJ3sip %ur~o~~o~ ay, pua siyl 0~ •‘~ suoy3utg anlw pwgdo ay3 %ui . 
-1ndwo3 6&?n$3e JOJ atuay3s uogour!xoJdda UB aplAo.‘d 03 ST aA!pafqo puo3as Ing 
l aAg3a[qo 3s~~ Jno s! pua s!y’, 0) waJoay1 
%JIMOIIOJ a ease3 papunoqun ay, 0~ Qpa.up paJJaJsuw1 aq JaSuol ou ue3 ([z] #a 
UEA ‘[sr] q3iAaqysnk ‘[e] eysgd 0~3) saaeJ durnf papunoq ~JIM suogenl!s snoilefi 
1OJ UMOU~-IIaM os1e ST lj3!YM “puEq Jarg)o ay, UO ‘uognlos ?i? JO a3ualsixa ayL 
-pa))iauo aJoJaJay1 pun auroslaqurn3 pue p~~pue~s acrt! joo-‘d B y3ns JO sayg??3iug3a, 
ay,E l pauyap-IlaM si aJn)3ruls aso3 papadxa ue y3iy1~ JOJ saggod JO ss~j3 ayr U~~)IM 
~n,$Surueatu Quo SI boyeu.u$do JO Jda3uo3 B Jay, S?wpue~sJapun IX?JI~JE?U ayb uodn . . 
‘saw* durn[ papunoqun 10; UaAold aq OSIG ~3 uo!)nIos tf JO ssauanbrun ay, pue 
IiE!tuus -([PI] rf3IAaqtjsnA ‘[I] +EJEA pug laoa ‘[ 1 I] lays 
‘13 )g ! aws UI %.u,.w~s uayM p.w~,uo s~so3 1~~01 papadxa leugdo 
aql swasaJdaA (r)‘@ wy$ u~ouy IlaM s! 31 sa)w dmn[ papunoq sod l uog3unJ 1~03 
Ieu!uw ua+ awos s! 4. alayM PUT! as!Ma)Els pr2aJ aq 0~ s~q @!lalu! ayl aJa 
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Under the conditions (2.1) and (2.2), (2.3) for k = 0,1 and (2.4) or 
(2.5) for k = 6, i l 2, irnd t !P is p,-bounded, there exists some constant C 
such that for all t =G z a 
II (2.13) 
emark 4.3, it may be noted that the estimate (2.13) 
d by pz for any z > 1 (e.g. z = ! 5) and h replaced by 
rovided also the necessary condition (2.4) or (2.5) is satisfied for k < z. 
As indicated in Remark 6.1, the constant C in (2.13) can be explicitly estimated 
from above. Here as well as in the sequel, we always use one and the same symbol 
C to denote any constant which depends only on the model parameters I&, K,, K, 
Q, Z, pr and pc4 but not on ii, i, n, FE, 6 or a function J 
itions, exa les 8 tiom 
In this section we aim to provide some more insight in the conditions 2.1 by 
highlighting their essential functions (Section 3.1), by mentioning some interdepen- 
dencies (Section 3.2), and most of all by presenting concrete examples (Section 3.3) 
and an application (Section 3.4). 
3.1. Ftirrction of conditions 
i is SPICU JUrn& IleUr “.l ..I_ 1 YI.WC.YII _.I_ ..I-“” a GA* nn the flm-hn anA nwpcsify of co&itions 2,1, let us briefly 
summarize where the conditions (2.3; and (2.4) or (2.5) are needed for in the 
approximation results that will be derived. 
Condition (2.3) for k = 0 will guarantee Lemma 4.2. This lemma provides the 
basis for the approximation scheme to be locally converging. Condition (2.4) or 
(2.5) implies Lemma 4.1. Roughly, this lemma shows that the approximation scheme 
is also stable or bounded. In particular, via Lemma 4.1 for k = 0 it implies uniform 
boundedness of the approximating functions @I: in Lemma 5.1. The crucial Lemma 
4.2 necessitates us to use p2-norms in Lemma 5.2, Lemma 5.5 and Theorem 2.1. 
is in tural requires the norm estimates (2.7) an (4.4) for the generators. 
The estimate (2.7) is obtained from condition 2.3 for k = 0 and k = 1, while estimate 
the inequality (6.3) in t roof of Theorem 
ition (2.4) or (2.5 
n that it also holds for k = 1. 
e some selatio 
, we i 
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Clearly, condition (2.3) will not generally imply (2.4) or (2.5) even not when q: is 
bounded. en qt is bounded while q’( l ) 2 T for some T > 0, hov;tvcr, condition 
(2.4) guarantees (2.3) for the same k-value by virtue of the inequalities 
and 
C qs(i,j)cLk(j) = C qW)h(j) -wWl+cLkWq3i), 
j>i j>i 
as will ‘be used in Example 3.1. On the other hand, in pathological situations where 
q* is not bounded away from 0, (2.4) can be satisfied while (2.3) is not. ore 
importantly, (2.4) does not necessarily imply (2.5) (see Example 3.1 below) and 
conversely (see Example 3.3 below). Condition (2.4) is typically useful when q$ is 
bounded whereas q’ is not, as is quite common in queueing applications (see Section 
3.4 below). Condition (2.5) is more artificially satisfied when q’ is unbounded for 
b&h j > i and j < i but with compensating positive and negative contributions in 
(2.5). This may arise in random walk type situations (see Example 3.3 below). 
3.3. Examples 
The following examples all satisfy the essential conditions 2.1 so that Theorem 
2.1 and Theorem 2.2 apply to them. The verification of these conditions is rather 
straightforward (also see the above relations) and left to thz reader. 
(q+ bounded ). The conditions (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) for k = 0,1,2 and (2.4) 
for k = 0, 1,2 hold with 
j.hJi)=(l+i)m, 
p,(i) = (1+ i)“, 
if for some constants &, K,, M, m, p, and T-~ >0, all i E N and S E A, 
(3.1) 
q’(i)SKJl+i)“, 
(3.2) 
lr’( i)l S K,(l + i)l 
and 
C q’(i, j)[(l +j)/(l+ i)]p+2m S (3.3) 
j>i 
elation (3.3) in turn is satisfie 
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Note that the case where both q and r are bounded is included by na = 0, p = 0 and 
& = P, n that case the corresponding norms coincide with the standard 
is boun =0) while r is allowed to be unbounded 
s to verify (3.3) with m = 0 (up to the natural boundedness away 
sponds exactly to the growth condition II (7.1.4) of Van Dijk 
(11983) for the bounded jump rate case. Since the condition qs( l , l ) = 0 is non- 
restrictive, the condition q8( l ) 2 T > 0 can always be met by introducing dummy 
jumps and is thus also non-restrictive. Finally, it is worth observing that the present 
example fails condition 2.5 when m = 2 and p = 1 for instance. 
(Linear birth-rate). The conditions (2. l), (2.2), (2.3) for k = 0,l 9 2 and 
for k = 0, 1,2 hold with pq and p., as in Example 3.1 with m = 1, if for some 
constants KS, K,, p and all i E N, S E A: ,a’( i) is as in (3.2) and 
q’(i, i+l)GCq(l+i), 
(3.7) 
q’{i,j) = 0 otherwise 
le 3.3 (quadratic birth and death rates). The conditions (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) for 
k = 0, 1,2 and (2.5) for k = 0, 1,2 hold with pq and M, a.:: in Example 3.1 with m = 2, 
if for some constants K,, F and Kq = P.I: rs is as in (3.2) and q6 is specified by 
( 
q8(i, i+l)=q”(i, i-l)= v(l+i)*, 
q’(i,j) = 0 otherwise. 
(3.8) 
Note that for this example (2.4) fails. 
. Application : A con trolled injinite seIsbler queue 
Consider a service facility with arriving customers according to a Poisson process 
with parameter A. The number of servers is continuously controllable. Assuming 
that each customer can be served by only one server at a time and that there are 
Jcpsts one will never let the number of servers exceed the number of 
toper demands an exponential amount of service with parameter 
er of customers and s the number of active servers a cost rate 
P( 0, s) is incrlred satisfying for some constants co, cl, c2, pl, p2 : 
b( jV s) s co+ c,[ iI”!+ c2[s]F 
ode1 fits into the framework of Section 2 with state variable the number of 
servers, decision e number of active servers, A(i) = ,l,_,., j} and 
rates: 
qs(i, i-t-l)=h, 
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Since ss i as per the above assumptions, the conditions (3.1), (3.2) and (3.6) are 
readily verified with m = I and p = max( pl, p2). ellman equation 
thus possesses z p,-bounded solution. By virtue of (2.11), (2.12) and 
this solution is approximated within a linear order h by the discrete-time dynamic 
programming equation: 
@F(i) = P(i), 
@i(i) =$$[hr(i, s)+{l A h(h +sv)}{A/!A +sv)@~+,(i+ 1) (3.9 
where it is to be noted that the one-step discretization (2.11) is of a random walk 
nature. In combination with a truncation method the numerical computation of this 
recursive scheme wil! thus be quite simple. 
This section contains preparatory material on the method of time discretization 
defined by (2.11). Therefore, for each 6 E d let us introduce operators TE and Aa 
on Bph, k=O, 1,2 by 
Tif(i)=C Pi(i,j)f!j), id, fE B’+, k=O, 1,2, !W 
&f(i)=[Ttf(i)-f!i)]h-‘, idJ, fE B@k, k=O, 1,2. (4.2) 
Condition (2.3) will guarantee that 1”: is -ell-defined with Tfih f e B’+ for f E BcL~, 
k = 0, 1,2. By virtue of (2.11) and (4.1), expression (4.2) can be rewritten as 
&f(i) =C W!i) A h-‘Ib”!WlCfCi) -f!Ql 
i 
= {[q’!i) A h-‘llq8!iMsf(iL (4.3) 
so that from (2.7) and (4.3) it will directly follow that 
jj AEf ii PA+, c (i( +i,K,lij’ii,,, J-E kW, k =o, I. 
The following two lemmas provide the basic properties of the discretization SC 
(2.11). The first lemma will essentially gJ!arantee boundedness of the 
independently of the discretization ste size h (in numerical analy 
‘stability’). The second lemma will essen ly con ;ergence of the 
on a local scale as the step size merical analysis known as 
‘consistency’). 
ir 
j’ , j -“ 
j>i 
(2.1), (2.2) (2.3) for II SE 
iaions (2.1) and (2.2), (2.4) or (2.5) wir 
ity for $ m+1,...,c 
“9 we , for ali m, h w 
l-1 
) (n-m)jj 
n=m 
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we obtain 
:“,/$I + sup Ef + sup E; 
(5.2) 
where the last inequality follows from the induction hypothesis for n = m + 1 com- 
bined with the monotonicity of Ti and @“, = inf[ hr’ + Ti @;+,I. 
y substituting (4.2), and using (4.3) as well as (2.7) for k = 0 we conclude for 
some constant C,: 
y substituting (4.2) 
twice using (4.4) in 
constant C,: 
again, applying T A3 lAxmE ‘I.& corn bin-4 dtk Lemnmaa 5 1 apad 111bt.B VvlCaI . 
conjunction with Lemma 5.1 again, we conclude for some 
these estimates for E:, E: in (5.2) and noting that the constants C, 
pendent of 8, lpi and h, the induction hypothesis (5.1) is verified for 
n = m provided C a max( , Cl, C,). This completes the proof. !I 
5.3. Udef ih coridiiions ojlemma 5.2, there exzsts a junction QO such that 
=2-” and m-+q iEN. 
we obtain by repetition for m = 
. 
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h 
k+l = h k+l 0 
I-n 
h h 
n- ;= r, n+k 
k=l 
I-n I-n 
= i+k+ 
h 
n+k - h,+kb 
k=1 k=l 
(/-I)/1 
h = n+k - 
rh-‘]h k=P 
h h 6 
n+k - n+k ~2 II 6s h - 
4 + 4 
= I+( _ 4+4 
4 
. 
4 
--s + 4-+-Y + 4+4 = 4 
SSI 
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Since also by (2.9) and the p,-boundedness of r4, and P: 
some simple calculus yield: 
II i:-~“,II,,~hC(Z+l)eZQ. 
inally, as in (6.7) we obtain, for n = [ th-‘I, 
Combination of (6.8) and (6.9) proves (2.13). 0 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
As from the above proof it is seen that the constant C in Theorem 2.2 
can be bounded from above by calculating the C-values in (6.2), (6.4), (6.7) and 
6.9). The only constants involved therein are K, K,, KS as via (2.9) and 2, Q and 
as via the proof of Lemma 5.1 and (6.8). 
. The above proof is related to results of Hordijk and Van Dijk [4]. For 
the bounded case, Theorem 2.2 is included by Theorem 7.2.10, Chapter II, of Van 
ijk [2]. 
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